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Bossaso Port – Busy and experiencing congestion (Photo from 26 December) 
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1 SITUATION UPDATE 

Ports Situation 

 Mogadishu Port - Mogadishu is operating at, or near capacity; two vessels and several dhows are at berth loading 
and discharging, two vessels are waiting to berth, and berthing time is currently averaging one day. It is expected 
that more dhows will keep calling the port as northeast monsoon winds become weaker, allowing easier sailing.  

 Bossaso Port - The port is currently congested. There are two vessels at berth discharging commercial cargo. 
Berthing prospects are based on ‘first in, first out’ (FIFO) basis.  

 Berbera Port - Berbera port is reportedly very busy and congested. There are four vessels, (both humanitarian and 
commercial) and three dhows with general cargo under discharge/ loading. Waiting time is averaging four days at 
present. 

 Mombasa Port - Mombasa remains extremely congested. Despite normal port operations re-commencing after the 
holiday break, long berthing times are still being experienced. The grain bulk silo presently has two vessels waiting, 
and securing a berth there takes between 14-19 days. The conventional and container berths have seven and 9 
vessels waiting and berthing takes 4 and 10 days respectively. Additionally, trucking (shunting) capacity and 
stevedoring availability continues to remain a serious challenge to port users. This situation is not expected to 
improve in the coming weeks. Heavy rains this week have also affected port operations.  

 Dar Es Salaam Port - Normal port operations have resumed after the holiday break and there is no congestion at 
present.  

 Djibouti Port - The bulk terminal is still congested. There are three bulk vessels at berth discharging. Additionally, 
there are three other bulk carriers at anchorage waiting to berth. The bulk terminal is expected to remain busy and 
congested until end-January. Large amounts of bulk cereals, fertilizers and cement are expected at the port during 
this time. 

Weather/Access 

 With the end of the Deyr (minor rainy season) approaching in Somalia, most routes have no limitation on vehicle use 
resulting from poor physical condition of the road surface, with the remaining roads expected to dry out during the 
coming week. 

 An updated Somalia Physical Road Network Conditions Map (as of 21 December) is available at:  
http://www.logcluster.org/ops/som11a/somalia-physical-road-conditions 

2              TRANSPORT 

Shipping 

 The voyage charter vessel has now discharged its cargo at Mogadishu Port; approximately 330 MT were transported 
on behalf humanitarian organisations. This cargo included mixed porridge, Corn Soya Blend (CSB), teaching kits, and 
other mixed NFIs.  

 Overall, the Logistics Cluster has transported over 1,117 MT of humanitarian cargo to Somalia on behalf of 13 
organizations (8 INGOs and 5 UN agencies) to-date.  

http://www.logcluster.org/ops/som11a/somalia-physical-road-conditions
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Cargo per Organisation Type  The next Logistics Cluster coordinated sea transport is tentatively scheduled for 
mid-January, based on Cargo Movement Requests (CMRs) received. Interested 
humanitarian organizations should submit their CMRs as soon as possible to 
hornofafrica.cargo@logcluster.org 

 More shipping statistics and information can be seen on the Logistics Cluster 
Operational Overview, available on the Somalia Logistics Cluster website at: 
http://www.logcluster.org/ops/som11a/snapshot_operational_overview/view 
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